INTRODUCTION
============

The ATP-sensitive potassium (K~ATP~) channel couples electrical activity to metabolism in a variety of cells, and thus plays an important physiological role ([Noma 1983](#Noma1983){ref-type="bib"}; [Ashcroft et al. 1984](#Ashcroftetal1984){ref-type="bib"}; [Cook and Hales 1984](#CookandHales1984){ref-type="bib"}; [Jovanovic et al. 1998](#Jovanovicetal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Aguilar-Bryan and Bryan 1999](#Aguilar-BryanandBryan1999){ref-type="bib"}). The K~ATP~ channel is assembled from four each of two distinct types of subunit. The pore-forming Kir6.x subunits ([Inagaki et al. 1995](#Inagakietal1995){ref-type="bib"}) are likely the primary seat of ATP-dependent inhibition gating ([Tucker et al. 1997](#Tuckeretal1997){ref-type="bib"}, [Tucker et al. 1998](#Tuckeretal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [John et al. 1998](#Johnetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). The sulfonylurea receptor SURx subunits ([Aguilar-Bryan et al. 1995](#Aguilar-Bryanetal1995){ref-type="bib"}) mediate inhibition by sulfonylureas and activation by MgADP and by potassium channel openers ([Nichols et al. 1996](#Nicholsetal1996){ref-type="bib"}; [Gribble et al. 1997](#Gribbleetal1997){ref-type="bib"}, [Gribble et al. 1998](#Gribbleetal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Shyng et al. 1997](#Shyngetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Babenko et al. 2000](#Babenkoetal2000){ref-type="bib"}).

The complex control of the K~ATP~ channel by its multiple ligands is still poorly understood. For example, in the β cell of the endocrine pancreas, only a handful of active K~ATP~ channels out of hundreds suffices to prevent cell electrical activity when energy is low, and closure of these few channels when energy is high initiates electrical signaling leading to insulin secretion ([Cook et al. 1988](#Cooketal1988){ref-type="bib"}). The need for such complete inhibition of the active states of the K~ATP~ channel suggests that multiple inhibitory mechanisms might be at work. One such inhibitory action is ATP binding to an inactive state of the channel stabilizing it ([Noma 1983](#Noma1983){ref-type="bib"}; [Cook and Hales 1984](#CookandHales1984){ref-type="bib"}; [Ashcroft and Kakei 1989](#AshcroftandKakei1989){ref-type="bib"}; [Qin et al. 1989](#Qinetal1989){ref-type="bib"}). Additional ATP ligands can bind to further stabilize the inactive state. A second inhibitory action is ATP binding to the active open state ([Ashcroft et al. 1988](#Ashcroftetal1988){ref-type="bib"}; [Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Ashcroft and Kakei 1989](#AshcroftandKakei1989){ref-type="bib"}; [Fan and Makielski 1999](#FanandMakielski1999){ref-type="bib"}; [Gillis et al. 1989](#Gillisetal1989){ref-type="bib"}; [Nichols et al. 1991](#Nicholsetal1991){ref-type="bib"}; [Trapp et al. 1998](#Trappetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). ATP-dependent gating from the open state of the K~ATP~ channel, however, has been claimed to be so energetically unfavorable as to be virtually nonexistent at any ATP concentration ([Shyng et al. 1997](#Shyngetal1997){ref-type="bib"}; [Babenko et al. 1999](#Babenkoetal1999){ref-type="bib"}; [Koster et al. 1999](#Kosteretal1999){ref-type="bib"}; [Enkvetchakul et al. 2000](#Enkvetchakuletal2000){ref-type="bib"}, [Enkvetchakul et al. 2001](#Enkvetchakuletal2001){ref-type="bib"}; [Loussouarn et al. 2000](#Loussouarnetal2000){ref-type="bib"}).

Therefore, in this study, we focused our single-channel kinetic analysis on whether ATP directly affects the open state of single K~ATP~ channels. The activity of the K~ATP~ channel occurs in bursts of brief openings and briefer closings, separated by long-lived inactive interburst intervals. The rate of transition from the active burst state to the inactive interburst state is relatively slow in the absence of ligand (ligand-independent gating), and greatly accelerated by ATP (ATP-dependent gating; [Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Tucker et al. 1998](#Tuckeretal1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Li et al. 2000](#Lietal2000){ref-type="bib"}; and this paper). ATP destabilization of the open state and speeding burst exit to the long-lived interburst would stably shut down activity contributing to inhibition. Here, we explored basic kinetic tests for destabilization of the open state by ATP occupancy as a mechanism explaining how ATP shortens the burst durations of the K~ATP~ channel.

Our results support mechanisms of K~ATP~ channel gating with an open state whose stability is greatly decreased when ATP is bound but is not decreased when MgADP bound in the presence of ATP or when ATP is absent. Models of K~ATP~ channel inhibition gating by ATP that do not account for ATP-dependent transitions from the open state are mechanistically incomplete.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Mutagenesis
-----------

Mouse K~ir~6.2 and mouse SUR1 cloned from the βHC9 cell line ([Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}) were used in this study. The K~ir~6.2::G334D/SUR1 and K~ir~6.2ΔC26 ([Tucker et al. 1997](#Tuckeretal1997){ref-type="bib"}) channel construction and characterization is as described previously ([Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}).

Expression in Oocytes and Electrophysiology
-------------------------------------------

Preparation and injection of *Xenopus* oocytes, patch pipet fabrication, and recording techniques were as described previously ([Drain et al. 1994](#Drainetal1994){ref-type="bib"}, [Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). Briefly, recordings, unless indicated otherwise, were obtained from single-channel current recording by using the inside-out configuration of the patch clamp at −80 mV with symmetrical 150 mM KCl, with Ca^2+^ buffered to 10 nM and 15 mM creatine phosphate and 10 U/ml creatine kinase (Sigma-Aldrich; [Dzeja and Terzic 1998](#DzejaandTerzic1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Bienengraeber et al. 2000](#Bienengraeberetal2000){ref-type="bib"}) and ATP concentration, as indicated in the bath and superfusate solutions. Bath solution was the same as the pipet solution but with 0.6 mM MgATP. ATP was added as the magnesium salt to minimize rundown ([Trube and Hescheler 1984](#TrubeandHescheler1984){ref-type="bib"}). The pipet solution contained the following (in mM): 150 KCl, 10 NaCl, 1 CaCl~2~, 10 EGTA, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4 ± 0.05. Constant superfusion of the cytoplasmic face of patches was performed using a Biologic RSC-160 9-sewer pipe syringe--pressurized system (Molecular Kinetics Inc.). Recordings were always begun within 30 s after excision with the patch pipet partially inserted into one of the sewer pipes. Sufficient ATP dose--response data were obtained as rapidly as possible, typically, in about 10 min---most of that time being for the 0.6 mM ATP dose, where event frequency is very low. Experiments that showed rundown, characterized by a significant decrease in P~O~ (open channel probability at 0 ATP) were discarded. Most attempts to record at all three ATP concentrations were incomplete due to rundown or insufficient number of events for fitting, but when parts of the dose--response data were of sufficient number in such experiments for fitting, or when simple arithmetic means were determined, the mean durations were statistically indistinguishable from those of the nine dose--response experiments presented here. Patch-clamp currents were obtained at −80 mV and amplified using an Axopatch 200A (Axon Instruments, Inc.) or EPC-9 (HEKA Elektronik) patch amplifier, low-pass filtered with an 8-pole Bessel filter (Frequency Devices) at a corner frequency of 4 kHz, and sampled at 20--50 kHz using HEKA PULSE v.8.4 (HEKA Elektronik). Square wave pulses input by a wave function generator (model Hm-8030--4; Hameg) were recorded by our recording systems to estimate the maximum dead time at 180 μs, where \>95% of pulses could be measured.

Data Analysis
-------------

Analysis and display were done using TAC v.4.0 (Bruxton, Inc.), IGOR Pro v.4.0 (WaveMetrics, Inc.), and PageMaker v.6.5 (Adobe Systems, Inc.). Single-channel current events were detected using the time of the half amplitude of transitions between current levels with TAC v.4.0. Durations were corrected for missed events during construction of duration histograms based on the filter corner frequency of the recording by the method of [Colquhoun and Sigworth 1995](#ColquhounandSigworth1995){ref-type="bib"}. Duration analysis was done with TAC-FIT v4.0 (Bruxton, Inc.), which uses the transformations of [Sigworth and Sine 1987](#SigworthandSine1987){ref-type="bib"} to construct and fit duration histograms. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Statistically significant differences (*P* \< 0.001) between means at all different ATP concentrations for both burst and open lifetimes reported here were found by a series of tests including the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, which does not assume any particular shape to the distribution of lifetime means ([Conover 1980](#Conover1980){ref-type="bib"}).

RESULTS
=======

We studied ligand-dependent and independent gating transitions from the open state of the wild-type mouse pancreatic K~ATP~ channel expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes. The inside-out configuration of the patch clamp was used to control adenine nucleotide ligand concentrations at the cytoplasmic face of the membrane. Adenine nucleoside tri- and diphosphates were added as magnesium salts. When indicated, any MgADP generated was removed by the creatine phosphate/kinase scavenger system ([Dzeja and Terzic 1998](#DzejaandTerzic1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Bienengraeber et al. 2000](#Bienengraeberetal2000){ref-type="bib"}). The membrane was held at −80 mV in symmetrical 150 mM KCl. Gating behavior was stable as evidenced by the consistently high open probability (P~O~ \> 0.60) of all channels studied, and required using only fresh membrane patches (within 30 s of excision), rapid measurement of relevant dose responses, and buffering Ca^2+^ to 10 nM. The bath contained 0.6 mM ATP and with a 9-sewer pipe superfusion system, we rapidly measured single-channel gating in 0, 0.2, or 0.6 mM ATP at the cytoplasmic face of the channel. Typically, a complete dose response was acquired in about 10 min. In between these doses and at the end of the experiment, the P~O~ was determined.

[Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the two major classes of gating mechanisms for K~ATP~ channel inhibition by ATP tested in this study. In [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} A, ATP binds to the open state O, destabilizing it and speeding transition to C~1~. (Subscript indicates number of ATP ligands bound.) The lower mechanism prohibits direct binding of ATP to O, but rather assumes between O and C~1~ a new long-lived inactive interburst state C~0~ to which ATP can bind, and to which the channel transits with a fixed, ATP-insensitive rate constant. Thus, [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B predicts constant mean open durations that are independent of ATP concentration. This fundamental critical distinction between the two mechanisms is easily testable. The lifetime of a given state is the reciprocal of the sum of the rate constants for exit from that state. Therefore, we focused the single-channel kinetic analysis on whether ATP directly affects the open state lifetime of the K~ATP~ channel.

Open-State ATP Dependence
-------------------------

[Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows representative single-channel currents of the K~ATP~ channel within 30 s after patch excision and the effect of increasing concentrations of ATP at the cytoplasmic face. Any MgADP generated was removed by the creatine phosphate/kinase scavenger system. We first considered what determines the open durations of the K~ATP~ channel in the absence of ATP. By studying K~ATP~ channel burst durations in the absence of ATP, we obtained an estimate of the ligand-independent gating rate constant for O to C~0~ (open state to inactive interburst state) $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ as 27 ± 2 s^−1^ (*n* = 9). (It is plausible that the ligand-independent transitions from the open state might arise from residual ATP or ATP synthesis in the excised patch, however, later in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} we will show that this can be discounted.) From this result, together with the mean open durations, we obtained the gating rate constant for O to C*~f~* (open state to fast intraburst closed state) $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{{\mathrm{f}}}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ as 575 ± 18 s^−1^ (*n* = 9). In the absence of ATP, the open durations were determined mainly by the relatively very fast $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{{\mathrm{f}}}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$, which dwarfs the $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ rate. Any ATP-dependent rate constant from the open state clearly would have to approach or exceed k~OC~ to significantly decrease mean open durations. Accordingly, ATP concentrations (0.2 and 0.6 mM) that are 16- and 48-fold K~i~ for ATP inhibition were used because it is in this range that the burst kinetics of the K~ATP~ channel predict significant decrements in open durations. The current records show the dual action of ATP characteristic of the K~ATP~ channel, where burst durations dramatically decrease and interburst durations increase with increasing ATP. In [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} B, the effect on the open durations seen in the temporally expanded segments are subtle. Therefore, we constructed and fitted the relevant duration histograms from the entire dataset from this patch.

[Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of burst durations and open durations at 0, 0.2, and 0.6 mM ATP. The K~ATP~ channel showed dramatic reductions in burst durations and concomitant decrements in open durations in all nine patches tested. At 0, 0.2, and 0.6 mM ATP and −80 mV, the K~ATP~ channel gated with a mean burst duration of 36.8 ± 1.4, 3.64 ± 0.42, and 1.23 ± 0.20 ms (*n* = 7--9), respectively. Mean open durations decreased as well from 1.66 ± 0.08 ms and 1.14 ± 0.03 ms to 0.70 ± 0.02 ms (*n* = 7--9), respectively. [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that the mean durations were each from single-exponential components, which is consistent with a single open conformation that is being destabilized (i.e., has its lifetime shortened) by ATP. For each of the burst and open duration histograms, dashed vertical lines are positioned at the long mean duration at 0 ATP for easier comparison with the intermediate and short mean durations at increasing ATP. The decrease of mean burst duration is accompanied by a significant decrease in mean open duration made clear at these ATP concentrations (*P* \< 0.001). The burst, but not the open lifetime, data at 0.6 mM ATP could be fit with an additional minor fast component, with the mean value right up against the temporal resolution limit of our measurements. It may arise from an ATP-dependent decrease in the mean burst time of the fast component, which would further support our conclusions, from an ATP-dependent increase in the amplitude of an otherwise undetectable ATP-independent component or both. Because of its minor contribution and occurrence, this component was ignored. The data indicate K~ATP~ channel open state occupancy by ATP, observed as significantly decrementing mean open durations with increasing ATP. The result also leads to the important question whether the decrement in open durations by ATP accounts for the dramatic decrease in burst durations as the major mechanism for ATP-dependent burst exit. This question is addressed later (see [Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

The dramatic decrease in burst duration by increasing \[ATP\] could also have a significant contribution by similar effects of ATP on the intraburst closed state C*~f~*. [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that there is little or no effect on the intraburst closed state C*~f~* by ATP. In 0, 0.2, and 0.6 mM ATP, the mean intraburst closed time actually slightly increased from 0.44 ± 0.01 and 0.47 ± 0.02, to 0.48 ± 0.02 ms (*n* = 7--9; *P* \< 0.01). Because the burst comprises the open and fast closed states, the results indicate that the decrease in burst duration by ATP involves solely the open state.

The analysis so far indicates direct open-state ATP binding and speeding of burst exit, obviating any obligatory transition from the open state via the C~0~ state on the way to the ATP-inhibited C~1~ state, which questions the status of C~0~. We tested for the C~0~ state as an additional open to interburst gating transition. Rigorous support for ligand-independent gating to such a C~0~ state would require excluding the plausible explanation for such gating as being due to residual ATP generated in the excised patch. This can be excluded by using a previously characterized mutant K~ATP~ channel (K~ir~6.2::G334D/SUR1) whose apparent affinity for ATP is reduced \>500-fold ([Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). If wild-type K~ATP~ channel gating from the open to the inactive interburst state C~0~ were due to residual ATP present in the excised patch, then the G334D mutation should essentially eliminate these transitions in nominally 0 ATP conditions altogether, and cause burst durations to become extraordinarily long.

[Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the gating of a single K~ir~6.2::G334D/SUR1 channel in 0 ATP. Duration histograms were used to quantify the O to C~0~ rate of the G334D channel and found to average 1/40.4 ms or 25 ± 1 s^−1^ (*n* = 4), which is comparable to the $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ 27 ± 2 s^−1^ (*n* = 9) rate of the wild-type channel. The transitions to the inactive interburst C~0~ is evident by burst durations of tens of ms duration suggesting $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{document}
\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ transition rates similar to the wild-type K~ATP~ channel. The results provide strong support for an additional, ligand-independent transition from the open state to an inactive interburst state, which is referred to as C~0~, where the 0 indicates 0 ATP ligands bound and distinguishes the inactive interburst from the faster intraburst closed state C*~f~* and the slower ATP-bound inhibited interburst state C~1~.

Open-state ATP Dependence and the "Ligand-insensitive" K~ATP~ Channel
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We also studied the response of open times of the K~ATP~ channel in conditions where creatine phosphate and kinase were not added. Physiologically, similar conditions may occur where creatine kinase is downregulated or absent. [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows that without creatine phosphate and kinase that K~ATP~ channel activity is increased with the appearance of long duration bursts, even though 0.6 mM ATP is present. The long bursts, evidently refractory to the high ATP, are similar to the "ligand-insensitive" gating previously reported for the cardiac channel K~ATP~ channel in the presence of 2 mM MgUDP ([Alekseev et al. 1998](#Alekseevetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). They have demonstrated that MgUDP can constrain single cardiac K~ATP~ channels to gating transitions within the active intraburst, with infrequent transitions to the interburst. When MgUDP is bound, presumably at NBD2 of SUR2A, the cardiac channel exhibits extraordinarily long burst durations, as if it were insensitive to the tri-phosphate nucleoside ligands. Although evidently still sensitive to diphosphate nucleoside ligands, the term ligand insensitivity thus was used only with respect to inhibition of the K~ATP~ channel by triphosphate nucleoside ligands. We confirmed that the long duration bursts of our pancreatic K~ATP~ channel were due to MgADP generated by the patch in high MgATP as follows.

[Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows current recordings demonstrating the occasional prominent long open duration burst (due to ligand-insensitive states in the presence of MgADP) amidst the frequent short duration bursts (with one or two openings) consistently observed in 0.6 mM ATP in the absence of creatine phosphate/kinase. In the absence of creatine phosphate and kinase, long open duration bursts are occasional yet each provides tens of open events, whereas the short open duration bursts each provides only one or two events. Duration histograms were used to compare K~ATP~ channel open lifetimes in 0.6 mM ATP in the absence of the scavenger system, in 0.6 mM ATP with the scavenger system, or simply in 150 μM MgADP.

[Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the open time histograms from each of the three nucleotide conditions. The kinetic analysis shows that in high ATP with MgADP generated (no creatine phosphate/kinase added) both short (0.35 ± 0.02; *n* = 5) and long (1.64 ± 0.02; *n* = 5) duration openings are observed. In high ATP with MgADP removed, only short (0.34 ± 0.01; *n* = 5) duration openings occur. When 150 μM MgADP alone is added, only long (1.81 ±0.05 ms; *n* = 5) duration openings are observed. At very high ATP, the long duration open state bound by MgADP likely represents the ATP-refractory state and was similar in duration to the long open duration bursts in the absence of both adenine nucleoside tri- and diphosphates. The short duration open state likely represents the unliganded, ATP-sensitive state in the presence of MgADP and high ATP, and was kinetically indistinguishable from the short open duration bursts in the presence of high ATP alone. The elimination of the long open durations by the presence of the creatine phosphate/kinase scavenging system suggests that they result from bound MgADP by MgATP hydrolysis at the SUR or elsewhere in the patch.

In our previous study, without creatine phosphate/kinase, 92 out of 97 single-channel patches included the long duration bursts, and led to open duration histograms with comparable fractions of short and long openings observed here. In the remaining five patches of that study, no long bursts were observed, and ATP-dependent gating of the open state in the short bursts in high ATP was evident ([Drain and Li 2000](#DrainandLi2000){ref-type="bib"}). Comparison of the histograms in [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationships between short and long duration openings and nucleotide ligand. The short and long open time components in high ATP and moderate MgADP (without creatine phosphate/kinase) correspond to the short open time component in high ATP and no MgADP (with creatine phosphate/kinase), and the long open time component in high MgADP and no ATP (150 μM MgADP added without creatine phosphate/kinase), respectively. The ligand-insensitive bursts of long openings observed in 5 mM MgATP for the pancreatic K~ATP~ channel likely result from significant hydrolysis of the 5 mM MgATP to MgADP via NBD2 of SUR1, other cellular ATPases, and mass action ([Dzeja and Terzic 1998](#DzejaandTerzic1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Bienengraeber et al. 2000](#Bienengraeberetal2000){ref-type="bib"}; [Carrasco et al. 2001](#Carrascoetal2001){ref-type="bib"}; [Zingman et al. 2001](#Zingmanetal2001){ref-type="bib"}).

Taken together, the results thus far imply that the truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channel expressed in the absence of SUR, and therefore devoid of the mechanism of MgADP antagonism of the ATP-inhibited state, should exhibit ATP-dependent mean open times even in the absence of the creatine phosphate/kinase scavenger system. [Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows representative single-channel currents of the K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channel expressed without SUR and the effect of increasing concentration of ATP applied to the cytoplasmic face. Even in the absence of ATP, the truncated ΔC26 channel exhibited very brief bursts typically comprising one to a few openings. In [Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, the detailed kinetic analysis of the truncated channel without SUR shows that the decrement of mean open duration by increasing ATP holds true. A single kinetic component accounted for the open time durations of the truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channel without SUR and was significantly decreased by increasing ATP. In 0, 1, and 5 mM ATP, the mean open durations were 1.06 ± 0.03, 0.85 ± 0.03, and 0.47 ± 0.01 (*n* = 5; *P* \< 0.005), respectively. Both the ATP-dependent open time component and absence of a long invariant long open time component in the truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channel without SUR support the hypothesis that the long invariant open times require regulation by the presence of SUR. The results support the hypothesis that the long ATP-independent open times reflect MgADP antagonism of the ATP-inhibited state either by preventing ATP binding or its inhibitory action on the channel. Finally, it is worth noting that the 1.06 ± 0.03 ms (*n* = 5) mean open duration of the truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channel without SUR is shorter than the 1.66 ± 0.08-ms (*n* = 9; *P* \< 0.001) mean open duration of the wild-type K~ATP~ channel. The results indicates that, in the absence of ATP, the dramatically shortened bursts of the truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channel without SUR, compared with the wild-type channel with SUR, is at least in part accounted for by a significant decrement in open times.

The Second Order Rate Constant Accounts for ATP Dependence of Both Open and Burst Durations
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} reveals the kinetic relationship between open state and burst state of the K~ATP~ channel. The ATP dependence of the open state durations shown in this paper indicates unequivocally that ATP can bind and destabilize that state. The quantitative relationship between open state and burst state dependence of the K~ATP~ channel suggested to us that perhaps the decrement in open durations by ATP is the major mechanism for the dramatic reduction in burst duration by increasing ATP. We tested whether the measured decrements in mean open state durations quantitatively account for the dramatic decrease in burst durations measured by using simple rate law and burst gating mechanism kinetics ([Neher and Steinbach 1978](#NeherandSteinbach1978){ref-type="bib"}).

The ATP-dependent transition rates from the open to the inhibited interburst state can be calculated directly by the simple rate law that open state duration is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the rates of all gating transitions from the open state. There are two ATP-independent rates from the open state: (1) the rate to the intraburst closed state (C*~f~*), and (2) the inactive interburst state (C~0~), which must be considered by the analysis. The O to C~f~ rate (580 ± 18 s^−1^) and the O to C~0~ rate (27 ± 2 s^−1^) were determined at 0 ATP from mean open durations and mean burst durations, and mean number of openings per burst. By using these first order rate constants, together with the decrementing mean open durations at increasing ATP concentrations, we solved for the second order rate constant $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{document}
\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{1}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ (1,330 ± 75 s^−1^mM^−1^). We then used this second order rate constant to calculate the ATP dependence of not only open durations, but also burst durations. The clear result is that the ATP-dependent precipitous reduction in mean burst durations predicted by the measured decremental ATP dependence of mean open durations closely fits the measured reduction in mean burst durations. The solution is a special case of burst kinetics where each rate from the open state can be determined.

DISCUSSION
==========

The most important conclusion of these results is that ATP binds to destabilize the open state of the K~ATP~ channel as the mechanism of speeding burst exit rates underlying inhibition gating by ATP. There was little or no affect on the intraburst closed state C*~f~* by ATP. Because the burst comprises the open and fast closed state, the results indicate that the decrease in burst duration by ATP involves solely the open state. A crucial result of our study is that the value of $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{document}
\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{1}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$\[ATP\] 1,330 s^−1^mM^−1^ determined by the measured decrement in open duration accounts for the dramatic reduction in burst times with increasing ATP.

Any models of K~ATP~ channel inhibition gating by ATP that omit the ATP-dependent O to C~1~ gating transition are untenable. Indeed, the ATP dependence of the open gating conformation likely will be critical to understand the design and action of many physiological and pharmacological regulatory ligands. The mechanism explains why 10 K~i~ units or more ATP are required to appreciate the decrement in open times as the major mechanism underlying the profound reduction on burst times underlying K~ATP~ channel inhibition by ATP. In addition, the numerous regulatory gating states that alter ATP sensitivity, particularly the MgADP bound state, have to be better understood.

The decrement of open durations with increasing ATP of the wild-type pancreatic SUR1/Kir6.2 channel is supported by previously reported results with the truncated Δ26 K~ATP~ channel in the absence of SUR1 ([Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}) as well as the cardiac SUR2/K~ir~6.2 channel ([Fan and Makielski 1999](#FanandMakielski1999){ref-type="bib"}). The truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 expressed in the absence of SUR1 exhibited mean open durations in 0, 0.5, and 1.0 mM MgATP of 1.1, 0.9, and 0.7 ms, respectively ([Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). We corroborated our earlier results in the present study by showing that in five patches tested, the truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 expressed in the absence of SUR1 exhibited significantly decrementing mean open durations in 0, 1, and 5 mM MgATP of 1.1, 0.8, and 0.5 ms, respectively. The absence of the SUR1 and its ATPases that convert MgATP to MgADP lead to consistent decrement in open durations by increasing ATP and suggested to us the need of the creatine phosphate and kinase scavenging system. The cardiac SUR2/Kir6.2 channel was well-studied for ATP-dependent gating in the inside-out configuration at 0 mV, 140 mM KCl bath, and 10 mM KCl pipet, and filtered at 2 kHz ([Fan and Makielski 1999](#FanandMakielski1999){ref-type="bib"}). These conditions and the distinct gating of the cardiac channel result in longer openings than observed for the pancreatic channel studied here. Nevertheless, similar ATP-dependent gating from the open state of the cardiac channel was demonstrated. Taken together, the results on these three channels unequivocally capture the ATP-bound open state of the K~ATP~ channel, which is observed as significant decrements in open durations at increasing ATP concentration.

Study of the ATP-dependent inhibition gating of K~ATP~ channels demands stationarity. To minimize rundown, we always buffer Ca^2+^ to 10 nM with EGTA and add adenine nucleotides as the magnesium salts to enable phosphoryl transfer reactions maintaining the initial high activity. Also, to maximize likelihood that each channel begins its recording lifetime in the same regulatory state, we do our experiments identically by using only freshly excised patches with the channel at P~O~ \> 0.6, and analyze only those that maintain this high open probability. At the start, during, and at the end of the experiments, we check the open probability briefly in 0 ATP. Obviously, if we also analyzed single K~ATP~ channels of low open probability in fresh patches that have short bursts of few openings in 0 ATP, together with those of high initial open probability as in this study, we would have a mixed ensemble and its mechanistic analysis then would be meaningless. Similarly, if the 0-ATP open probability of a channel runs down, even if it is reactivated, we are less assured that the same regulatory state of the channel is being studied.

In the quantitative analysis, we were as direct as possible by using the simple rate law that the open state lifetime is the reciprocal of the sum of the exit rates and membrane potentials where the pancreatic channel provides its regulatory role. Here, as in previous studies, we accounted for a minor but significant component contributed by a ligand-independent transition to the inactive interburst. The inactive interburst closed state designated C~0~ cannot be due to nominal ATP in the excised patch, as shown here by studying C~0~ in the G334D K~ir~6.2 mutant coexpressed with SUR1. This channel virtually eliminates ATP-dependent gating to the interburst with little or no effect on ligand-independent gating to C~0~. As shown here, the value of the ligand-independent, first order rate constant $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ is 25 s^−1^, which is comparable to 27 s^−1^ for the wild-type K~ATP~ channel. Given the profound loss in ATP-dependent gating by the G334D mutation ([Drain et al. 1998](#Drainetal1998){ref-type="bib"}), the high similarity of the ligand-independent rates to the inactive interburst C~0~ for the mutant and wild-type channels excludes the explanation that transitions to the inactive interburst results from nominal ATP in the patch. We conclude that there is a true ligand-independent rate from the open to inactive interburst state $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ with a value ∼25 s^−1^.

K~ATP~ channel inhibition gating by ATP, per se, is straightforward ligand-dependent burst kinetics, however, due to physiological MgATP levels and ATPases of SUR and elsewhere, this gating must be understood in the context of MgADP ([Alekseev et al. 1998](#Alekseevetal1998){ref-type="bib"}). Previous results indicate that MgUDP directs K~ATP~ channel gating to intraburst transitions, and make it insensitive to inhibitory ATP. The results presented here extend this observation by showing MgADP and inhibitory ATP directly compete for the open gating state of the channel. In particular, a K~ATP~ channel whose open state is occupied by MgADP features at least two kinetic changes. The rates O to C~0~ and the O to C~1~ rates decrease to little or nothing. Only upon unbinding of the MgADP would transitions to the long-lived interburst by ligand-independent gating or ATP-dependent gating be restored ([Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). The simplest mechanisms underlying competition for the open state are direct physical interactions governed by steric hindrance or electrostatic repulsion between inhibitory ATP at the cytoplasmic COOH-terminal tail of K~ir~6.2 and its antagonist MgADP at NBD2 of SUR. Whether the nucleotides physically compete for the open state or functionally compete via an indirect physical mechanism remains to be determined.

The magnitude of the changes in ATP contribution in either the bulk cytosol or at the inhibitory ATP site of the K~ATP~ channel, for example, in glucose-stimulated β cells, are not well determined. We have considered the inhibition gating mechanism in a few of the possible combinations of adenine nucleotide levels. The results show that 5 mM MgATP likely helps to drive hydrolysis to generate ADP to physiological levels. Here, the regulatory response of the channel is to interconvert between ATP-sensitive short and ATP-refractory long open durations. A physiological view of these results is that the K~ATP~ channel can readily switch between functionally open states that differ in ATP sensitivity. In conditions of energy abundance, the open state of the K~ATP~ channel without MgADP bound can be destabilized by ATP occupancy of its site at the COOH-terminal cytoplasmic tail of K~ir~6.2 and inhibition prevails. In conditions of energy scarcity, however, the open state of the K~ATP~ channel with MgADP bound at its NBD2 site of SUR1, precludes ATP occupancy and inhibition.

Reversible "switching" between these ATP-sensitive states and an ATP-refractory open state likely play a major regulatory role in physiology. Here, open states that have dissociated MgADP can directly bind ATP and speed transition to the ATP-inhibited state, which would require ATP-dependent open state inhibition. The switching between ATP-sensitive and refractory open states provides a molecular mechanism for triggering glucose-stimulated insulin secretion and cardioprotection. For example, the plasma membrane K~ATP~ channel may act less like a graded regulator of insulin secretion than like a permissive on/off switch enabling graded insulin release via additional glucose-regulated mechanisms distal in the secretory signaling pathway. Perhaps, the plasma membrane K~ATP~ channel physiologically regulates not within the graded middle, but at high mM ATP concentration at the foot, of its ATP-dose inhibition curve.

Molecular and kinetic study of K~ATP~ channel states that are stabilized, destabilized, or unaffected by a given regulatory ligand, as done here for open state destabilization by ATP, will be necessary to adequately understand the physiological consequences of the complex functional interactions underlying K~ATP~ channel regulation. In the last few years, important regulatory roles of the enzymes adenylate kinase and creatine kinase that regulate the interconversion of adenine nucleotide phosphorylation, and thereby K~ATP~ channel gating, have been characterized and developed ([Terzic et al. 1994](#Terzicetal1994){ref-type="bib"}; [Dzeja and Terzic 1998](#DzejaandTerzic1998){ref-type="bib"}; [Bienengraeber et al. 2000](#Bienengraeberetal2000){ref-type="bib"}; [Carrasco et al. 2001](#Carrascoetal2001){ref-type="bib"}; [Zingman et al. 2001](#Zingmanetal2001){ref-type="bib"}). We have captured the ATP-bound open state of the pancreatic K~ATP~ channel, unequivocally demonstrating ATP-dependent and ATP-refractory open states directly, and thereby adenine nucleotide ligand occupancy relationships between long-lived and short-lived open states underlying the metabolic regulation. Our kinetic analysis explains how the dramatically destabilized burst state of the K~ATP~ channel is a direct consequence of ATP destabilization of the open state that speeds burst exit to the inhibited interburst state. The open durations decrease significantly only when high ATP makes the variable, ATP-dependent, rates from the open to the inhibited interburst state approach or exceed the always fast transition rates to the closed intraburst state ([Drain and Li 2000](#DrainandLi2000){ref-type="bib"}).
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![Two classes of K~ATP~ channel ATP inhibition gating mechanism make different kinetic predictions for the ATP dependence of open state duration. (A) ATP concentration decreases open-state duration and thereby burst duration. The simple ATP-dependent burst scheme makes specific quantifiable predictions about how decremental ATP destabilization of the open state necessarily will account for dramatic decreases in burst durations. (B) ATP concentration is excluded from determining open state or burst durations. ATP binding to the open state is so energetically unfavorable that there is essentially no open-state occupancy at any ATP concentration. The hypothesis we tested here is that ATP binds the open state of the K~ATP~ channel, which destabilizes it relative to the inactive interburst state, thus providing the mechanism by which increasing ATP speeds the rate of burst exit. The ATP dependence of the open times in the top model exactly depends not only on rate constant $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{{\mathrm{f}}}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$. C, closed state; O, open state. Subscripts: f, fast; 0, 0 ATP ligands bound; and 1, 1 ATP ligand bound. C~f~ is the short-lived or fast intraburst closed state. C~0~ and C~1~ are long-lived or slow interburst closed states that differ by whether ATP is bound and thereby their mean duration.](JGP8490.f1){#F1}

![ATP dependence of single K~ATP~ channel gating kinetics at 0, 0.2, and 0.6 mM ATP. (A) Effect of ATP on burst durations. (B) 10-fold expanded time scale to reveal effects of ATP on open durations. Single-channel currents from a representative inside-out patch within 30 s after patch excision continuously perfused with 0 ATP for 15 s. The patch was then exposed to 0.2 mM MgATP for 90 s, and finally 0.6 mM MgATP for 10 min. In between these \[MgATP\], the channel is exposed briefly to 0 MgATP (to check for rundown in activity) and to 0.6 mM MgATP to help maintain the initial high P~O~ activity typical of the K~ATP~ channel in 0 MgATP. For each \[ATP\], single-channel currents are shown by using a slow time scale to emphasize burst durations reduction by increasing ATP (left) and by using a 10-fold faster time scale a segment is expanded to emphasize open durations reduction by ATP (immediately to the right).](JGP8490.f2){#F2}

![Burst and open duration histograms. (A) Distribution of burst durations as a function of ATP concentration. The log-scale abscissa of the Sine-Sigworth plots results in the peak of these single-exponential distributions positioned at the value of the time constant. The dashed line is placed at the higher time constant (0 ATP) to facilitate comparison with the intermediate and lower time constants at other ATP concentrations. (B) Distribution of open times as a function of ATP concentration. Note the decrement in open time with increasing ATP concentration correlates with a dramatic decrease in the corresponding burst durations.](JGP8490.f3){#F3}

![ATP has no effect on the intraburst shut times at concentrations where open times are reduced by greater than twofold. In general, the experiments showed if anything a slight increase in closed time durations with increasing ATP.](JGP8490.f4){#F4}

![Evidence for ligand-independent gating transitions from the open state O to the inactive interburst C~0~. (A) In the absence of ATP, the K~ir~6.2::G334D/SUR1 mutant channel, which virtually eliminates ATP-dependent inhibition gating, exhibits gating transitions from the active burst to the inactive interburst, indicating little or no effect on ligand-gating to the inactive interburst, slow time scale. (B) Same as above except 10-fold faster time scale, emphasizing the open durations within these long bursts. (C) The distribution of burst durations for the G334D channel is single-exponential with mean duration of 39.8 ms. The reciprocal of the mean burst duration of the ATP-refractory K~ir~6.2::G334D/SUR1 is the first order rate constant $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ equal to 25.1 s^−1^, which is comparable to the $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{0}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ value 27 s^−1^ determined for the ATP-sensitive wild-type K~ATP~ channel. (D) The distribution of open durations for the G334D channel is single-exponential with mean duration of 1.78 ms, which is similar to the 1.68-ms value determined for the ATP-sensitive K~ATP~ channel. The G334D burst and open duration results provide strong support for the ligand-independent gating transition O to C~0~, and quantitatively exclude the possibility that the transition to C~0~ may be explained by ligand-dependent transitions driven by nominal ATP in the patch.](JGP8490.f5){#F5}

!["Ligand-insensitive bursts" in the presence of 5 mM MgATP. Typically (92/97 patches) in the absence of creatine phosphate/kinase to scavenge any MgADP generated in the patch, tens and hundreds of one or two opening bursts would be accompanied by one to a few long bursts, as above. Note the occasional long bursts each with 10--100 openings with long mean durations, compared with the more frequent short bursts each with 1--2 openings with short mean durations. Thus, one long burst can have approximately the same number of openings as in 50 or more short bursts.](JGP8490.f6){#F6}

![At 5 mM MgATP, long mean open times are kinetically comparable to mean open times in either 0 MgATP or 150 μM MgADP. (A) Long and short mean open duration components are clearly detectable when the K~ATP~ channel is exposed to 5 mM MgATP. The value of the long time constant is indistinguishable from the single open time component observed for the K~ATP~ channel in 0 ATP in the absence of rundown. (B) Only short open duration component is observed for the K~ATP~ channel when the creatine phosphate/kinase system is used to scavenge any MgADP generated in the patch. (C) Only long open duration component is observed for the K~ATP~ channel when only 150 μM MgADP is added. Thus, in the absence of creatine kinase and creatine phosphate, at ≪5mM MgATP, the ATP-dependent open durations become kinetically indistinguishable from the ATP-refractory, constant long open durations, which should not but might lead to confusion over the ATP dependence of K~ATP~ channel open times.](JGP8490.f7){#F7}

![ATP dependence of single truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channels without SUR at 0, 1, and 5 mM ATP. (A) Effect of ATP on open durations. Single-channel currents from a representative inside-out patch within 30 s after patch excision continuously perfused with 0 ATP for 1 min. The patch was then exposed to 1 mM MgATP for 3 min, and finally 5 mM MgATP for 15 min. In between these \[MgATP\], the channel is exposed briefly to 0 MgATP (to check for rundown in activity) and to 0.6 mM MgATP to help maintain the initial P~O~ activity in 0 MgATP.](JGP8490.f8){#F8}

![Open duration histograms of truncated K~ir~6.2ΔC26 channels without SUR at 0, 1, and 5 mM ATP. The log-scale abscissa of the Sine-Sigworth plots results in the peak of these single-exponential distributions positioned at the value of the time constant. The dashed line is placed at the higher time constant (0 ATP) to facilitate comparison with the intermediate and lower time constants at other ATP concentrations. Because the burst durations of the truncated ΔC26 channel without SUR even in 0 ATP are already very brief, the ATP dependence of burst times is not shown.](JGP8490.f9){#F9}

![ATP-dependent open state mechanism for speeding burst exit, supported by single-channel kinetic data reported here. (A) Mean open time (red) or burst time (black) as a function of increasing \[ATP\]. The measured mean durations from individual patch experiments are shown by the position of individual symbols. The smooth curves through these symbols were generated as indicated in the text. Note that by using first order rate constants, together only with the decrementing mean open durations at increasing \[ATP\], we solved for the second order, ATP-dependent rate constant, $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{1}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$. This second order rate constant then was used to calculate the ATP dependence of not only the open, but also the burst durations shown by the smooth curves. The main plot shows that the rates determined from the decrementing open times quantitatively account for the mean open and burst duration data. The insetted plot shows the mean open duration ATP dependence with the y-axis expanded to emphasize that the mean open durations decrease with increasing ATP, as predicted by the determined rate constants. (B) The burst gating model supported by the results includes a second order, ATP-dependent rate constant, $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{k}}_{{\mathrm{OC}}_{1}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$\[ATP\], from the open state (O) to the interburst state bound by one ATP ligand, C~1~. C~f~ is the short-lived intraburst closed state, and C~0~ is the long-lived inactive interburst closed state, each with no ATP bound. The relative values of the rate constants determined indicate that about twofold decrease in mean open duration requires ∼500 μM ATP, or tens of K~i~ units for ATP inhibition. Note that in the new gating mechanism, the inactive interburst state C~0~ is not an obligatory state to which the open channel must transit before ATP is permitted to bind. The open channel either first transits to the inactive interburst (e.g., in low ATP) or first binds ATP, which speeds its transition to C~1~. Although beyond the scope of this study, C~0~ and C~1~ can interconvert by ATP binding and dissociation reactions where bound ATP would stabilize the closed allosteric gating conformation(s) without transitions from the single-channel closed current level. For both mean open durations and mean burst durations, differences between values at 0, 0.2, and 0.6 mM ATP were each statistically significant (*P* \< 0.001). (C) The burst gating model for the K~ATP~ channel in the presence of 150 μM MgADP. The gating transitions are effectively directed by bound MgADP to those within the burst by reducing to little or nothing the two burst exit pathways (transition and rate constants in aqua). When MgADP is bound to the channel, presumably at SUR1, the open state is precluded from binding inhibitory ATP, and gating transitions are constrained to gating transitions within the active burst. Gating transitions to the long-lived interburst by ligand-independent gating or ATP-dependent gating are permitted only upon unbinding of the MgADP, as above.](JGP8490.f10){#F10}
